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In a lake, there were three fish who were great friends. The first fish was very smart, the 

second one knew how to find his way out of trouble, and the third was adamant and hated 

changes. The first fish overheard a fisherman’s conversation about coming back the next 

day and fishing in the lake. Sensing danger, he cautioned his friends to move out of the lake. 

The second fish said, “I will stay here and find a way out if I’m caught.” The third fish said, “I 

do not want to move out. I will remain here, and if I have to get caught, I will.” The first fish 

moved out. The next day, the fisherman arrived and caught the other two fish. The second 

one cleverly escaped by pretending to be dead. The third fish did nothing and got caught 

and died.

Moral of the Story: One should always be open to change and adapt accordingly. 

Take immediate action when you sense danger.
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SHORT STORY
Sometimes a story can teach much more than entire philosophical treatises



CONTACT US:

CALL: 080-4202 4038
WEBSITE: www.hiveconsultants.in
EMAIL: info@hiveconsultants.in

We focus on the SOLUTION,

And not on the PROBLEM
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INTRODUCTION & HISTORY

The ancient Greeks first had the idea of getting men together every four years to hold and witness sporting

events (in those days women did not participate, though they had their own, independent, events). The idea

was to have the best athletes from all over Greece gather in one field and compete every four years. All wars

and fighting had to stop while the athletes and their supporters came together in the town of Olympia for a

few days to compete in a few events, mostly related to warfare (throwing the javelin, running, wrestling,

boxing and chariot racing).

As in the daytime there is no star in the sky warmer and brighter than the sun, 
likewise there is no competition greater than the Olympic Games.
- Pindar, Greek lyric poet, 5th century BC

“

The first written reference to the Games is 776 BC.

They lasted until 389 AD. The idea of having the

modern Games was suggested in the mid 19th century

but they weren't a world event until 1896. Besides

being postponed because of wars, they have been held

since then every four years in different cities around

the world.
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The Olympic Games have many important symbols that most people recognize. The five rings that appear on

the Olympic flag (colored yellow, green, blue, black and red) were introduced in 1913. They represent the five

continents of Africa, the Americas, Australia, Asia and Europe. The flag is raised in the host city and then flown

to the next one where it is kept until the next Games. The Olympic torch, a major part of the ancient Games,

was brought back in 1928 and is carried with great fanfare and publicity to the host city where it lights the

burning flame of the Games. It is kept burning until the close of the Games. The torch symbolizes purity, the

drive for perfection and the struggle for victory.

SYMBOLS

The rousing Olympic anthem is the simply named "Olympic Music" by John Williams, who wrote it for the

1984 Olympics, held in Los Angeles. What you hear first are the forty or so notes played on horns which form

the "Bugler's Dream" (also called "Olympic Fanfare") by Leo Arnaud, first played in the 1968 Games.

The torch, fanfare and flag are clearly evident in the Opening Ceremony, when everyone formally welcomes

the participants and the Games can begin. Here we find the dramatic and colourful March of Nations, in which

all the athletes from each country go into the venue to the sound of their country's anthem and march behind

their flags, thus becoming representatives of their countries.

THEME MUSIC

1913 
Introduction of 

the Olympic rings

1920
The official Olympic 
Games debut of the 

Olympic rings

1957
Definition of the 

Olympic Rings

1986
Graphic Design

2010
The Return to the 
Timeless Original 

Olympic Rings

One part of the Opening Ceremony that tries to keep

the spirit of the Games and sportsmanship alive is

when one athlete, representing all those

participating, takes the Athlete's Oath:

ATHLETE'S OATH

"In the name of all the competitors, I promise 

that we shall take part in these Olympic 

Games, respecting and abiding by the rules 

which govern them, in the true spirit of 

sportsmanship, for the glory of sport, and the 

honour of our teams."
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In the ancient Games, only the winner was celebrated.

Each winner was given a simple crown of olive leaves

to wear on his head. This was the only reward for his

victory. Those who came in second or third got

nothing. Interestingly, when the Games started again

in 1896, silver medals were given to the first place

winners. Later in 1904 in the St. Louis Games, gold was

the top prize. Now, of course we have gold for first

place, silver for second and bronze for third.

MEDALS

Athletes compete or play against each other in hopes of winning. That might mean crossing the finish line first

or putting on a perfect performance. Throughout the Games, the contestants are supposed to play with a spirit

of sportsmanship, which can be defined as the character and conduct worthy of a sportsman. This means that

they are to play with honour, seeking only to do their very best in their sport, and not specifically to defeat the

other players.

When the playing begins, the events have preliminaries, or official trials or contests, in which athletes have to

meet specified minimum requirements. This is for the setting of standards and for athletes to gain the right to

compete in the final contest.

Unfortunately, some athletes and coaches have taken to cheating or doping, in an attempt to gain an unfair

advantage. Steroids, drugs that encourage muscle strength and stamina, are one of the banned substances that

give athletes an extra, and illegal, advantage.

In spite of the problems of cheating and doping, and nationalism which can be divisive, the Games carry on and

remain popular. This is possibly because the Games show us what we as humans are capable of and that

humanity is capable of engaging in friendly competition. We should keep in mind what the father of the

modern Games, Baron Pierre de Courbertin, once said:

COMPETITION

The Olympics' official motto is "Citius, Altius, Fortius".

This is Latin for "Swifter, Higher, Stronger". This is said

to represent the Olympic spirit, supposed to be

MOTTO

present throughout the Games and generally held to be a celebration of brotherhood, competition,

sportsmanship, goodwill and peace. The Games help us see how similar we are, and help us celebrate our

humanity.

The important thing is not so much winning as taking part.
Olympism is not a system, it is a state of mind.
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EMPLOYEE DEPOSIT LINKED INSURANCE

EDLI is an insurance cover provided by the EPFO for private sector salaried employees. The registered

nominee receives a lump-sum payment in the event of the death of the person insured, during the period of

the service. EDLI applies to all organizations registered under the EPF and Miscellaneous Provisions Act,

1952.

All such organizations must subscribe to this scheme and offer life insurance benefits to their employees. This

scheme works in combination with EPF and EPS. The extent of the benefit is decided by the last drawn salary

of the employee.

INTRODUCTION

FEATURES OF EDLI

Particulars Provision Amendment - 28.04.2021

Applies to

All employees with a basic salary under Rs. 
15,000/- per month
If the basic salary goes above Rs. 15,000 per 
month, the maximum benefit is capped at Rs.6 
lakh

maximum benefit increased to Rs.7 
lakh.

Bonus Bonus of Rs.1.5 lakh is available bonus is increased to Rs.2.5 lakh

Employee's 
contribution

No requirement for the employees to contribute to EDLI

Minimum amount of 
benefit

Ministry had increased the minimum amount of benefit to Rs.2.5 lakh in Feb’18, which 
was valid for two years
(retrospective effect from 15-Feb-20)

Eligible Employee Any employee who has an EPF account

Other Scheme
Employer can opt for another group insurance scheme, but the benefits offered must be 
equal to or more than those offered under EDLI

Salary for EDLI For all calculations under EDLI, the dearness allowance must be added to the basic salary.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR PAYOUT

To process the claim under EDLI, the following documents are to be submitted by the claimant:

v Duly completed Form 5 IF

v Death Certificate of the insured person.

v Succession Certificate in case the legal heir files the claim.

v Guardianship Certificate if the claim is filed on behalf of a minor by a person other than the natural

guardian.

v Copy of cancelled cheque for the account in which the payment is to be received.
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HOW TO CLAIM BENEFITS

The process to be followed by the nominee or claimant to receive the amount under EDLI is as follows:

v The benefits can be claimed by the nominee or family members or legal heirs.

v The deceased person should have been an active contributor to the EPF scheme during the death.

v EDLI Form 5 IF has to be duly completed, certified and submitted by the claimant.

v If there is no employer or the signature of the employer cannot be obtained, the form must be attested

by any of the following:

o Bank manager (in whose branch the account was maintained)

o Local MP or MLA

o Gazetted Officer

o Magistrate

o Member/Chairman/Secretary of Local Municipal Board

o Post Master or Sub-Postmaster

o Member of the regional committee of EPF or CBT

v The claimant must submit all the documents along with the completed form with the regional EPF

Commissioner’s Office for processing of the claim.

v The claimant can also submit Form 20 (for EPF withdrawal claim) as well as Form 10C/D to claim all the

benefits under the three schemes, EPF, EPS and EDLI)

v EPF commissioner must settle the claim within 30 days from the receipt of the claim. Otherwise, the

claimant is entitled to interest @12% p.a. till the date of actual disbursal.

CALCULATION OF BENEFITS

The registered nominee will receive a lump-sum payout in the event of the death of the insured person. If no

nominee or beneficiary is registered, then the amount would be paid to the legal heir. With effect from

28.04.2021, the pay-out to be awarded will be calculated as under:

Average Monthly Salary of the Employee for the last 12 mnts
(capped at Rs.15,000/- p.m.)

x 30{ } + Bonus Amount (Rs.2,50,000/-)

Therefore, the maximum payout under EDLI is capped at Rs. 7,00,000/-.

While nothing can replace the loss caused due to the death of a loved one, monetary 

support would help meet the immediate financial needs of the family, especially if the 

deceased is the bread winner.

CONTRIBUTION BY THE EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER

Particulars Employer Employee

EPF 3.67% 12%

EPS 8.33% or Rs.1,250/- -

EDLI 0.5% or Rs.75/- -

The employee cannot choose which of the three

schemes, EPF, EPS or EDLI, that he/she wants to

opt for, but they are transferable with any change

in the job. The new employer will continue to make

payment in the existing account only.



Case study Hive

Alencia Nutrition Ltd. v. DCIT [Blore Trib]

Assessing Officer should scrutinize valuation report prepared under DCF method and if

necessary, he can carry out fresh valuation either by himself or by calling a final

determination from an independent valuer to confront assessee; he cannot change

method of valuation and he has to follow DCF method only for the purpose of Sec 56
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Confederation of Real Estate Developers Association of India. v. ACIT [Mum Trib]

Where assessee-trust, set up to address national issues relating to real estate sector, earned revenue from

activities of holding conventions, exhibitions etc., since activities that were carried out by assessee were

with sole intent of attaining object for which trust was established, activities of assessee would not be hit

by exclusion carved out in definition of 'charitable purpose' in section 2(15) and as such, assessee was

eligible for exemption under section

Hotels Ltd. v. PCIT [Bom HC]

Assessee paid a premium to Government of Maharashtra and BMC in lieu of grant of additional FSI. With

grant of additional FSI, assessee got permission to increase size of total building by constructing additional

floors or additional building to the extent of FSI available and claimed depreciation on same at 25 per cent

claiming it to be a business/commercial right. However, Additional FSI cannot be said to be a business or

commercial right falling within realm and scope of intangible asset within meaning of section 32(1)(ii),

hence payment for additional FSI would be eligible for depreciation at rate applicable to building i.e., 10

per cent and not 25 per cent as applicable to an intangible right under section 32(1)(ii)

Katira Construction Ltd. v. ACIT [Rajkot Trib]

Where books of account of assessee have not been rejected, onus is on Assessing Officer to point out

specific expenses which were not incurred in connection with business and thereafter he can make

disallowance under provisions of section 37 and as such there is no provision provided under Act

empowering Assessing Officer to make disallowance on ad hoc basis despite fact that assessee consents

for such disallowance during assessment proceedings

Chandramohan Manohar Potdar v. ACIT [Mum Trib]

ITAT held that irrespective of the fact that the property was not occupied by him due

to its poor quality of construction, the same continued to be a residential house which

was owned by the assessee. Since assessee was an owner of more than one residential

house on the date of transfer of original asset, he was ineligible to claim deduction

under sec. 54F of the Act



K. B. Mehta Construction (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT [Ahem Trib]

Payment of interest on loan availed for purchase of machinery which did not amount to extension of

existing business was allowed as deduction under section 36(1)(iii), even if said machinery was not put to

use in year under consideration

CIT v. Apollo Tyres Ltd. [Ker HC]

Where assessee paid subscription or membership fee to club on behalf of its employees, said amount was

to be allowed as deduction under section 37(1)

K. B. Mehta Construction (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT [Ahem Trib]

Disallowances made under section 14A read with rule 8D could not be applied to provisions of section

115JB
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Augustus Capital (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT [Del Trib]

In view of amended provisions of section 9(1)(i) of the Income-tax Act, 1961, read with Explanation 7,

transaction involving sale of shares of foreign company, which held investment in India would not be

taxable

Gnyan Dham Vapi Charitable Trust v. DCIT [Ahem Trib]

Where a trust has incurred shortfall due to its excess spending on objects of trust in a particular year, such

deficit or shortfall could be allowed to be carried forward in full for set off against incomes generated in

subsequent years

Adadyn Technologies (P.) Ltd. v. ACIT [Blore Trib]

Where assessee was developing a new software platform but such new platform was abandoned during

subsequent financial year due to rapid change in technology, expenditure incurred by assessee could not

be treated as capital expenditure incurred for development of a new product giving enduring benefit to

assessee

PCIT v. Jay Chemical Industries Ltd. [Guj HC]

Where non-resident agents had rendered their services outside India and all agents had overseas offices

and they were not having any permanent establishment in India, commission paid to them was not liable to

tax in India
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Since 1972, is a one stop shop for all kind of men's wear including 
designer wears and formal wears for ladies. Mr. Ashwath Musale, 

the designer is specialized in Gents Wear, Tailor Made Suits, 
Sherwanis, Embroidery works, ready to use Dhotis, Designer 

Jhubba, custom made designer shirts and pants, formal wears. We 
also undertake complete marriage outfit orders for groom. 

Customized tailor-made Formal suits and formal wears for ladies 
are also designed.

CONTACT US

ABOUT US
“God Made Man And Tailor Made Him Gentle Man”

Shri. M. N. Rao
Shri. Musale Narayana Rao (24-10-1947 to 13-08-2015) 

Shri M.N.Rao is one of the few legends of Bangalore’s history who pioneered and popularized suits and gents wear in Bangalore. He 

belongs to the Darji community Bhavsara Kshatriya, and being the vice president for Rajajinagar Bhavasara Kshatriya Samaj, he 

served for the upliftment of many under privileged of the community. 

The glory of M. N. Rao is continued by his sons Mr. Ashwath Musale (Couturier and Stylist) and Mr. Srinivasa Musale. Continuing the 

legacy of M. N. Rao they opened a new show room” M. N. Rao Since 1972 Couturiers and Stylist” in same locality.

(since 1972)

We are wholesalers and distributors of Medical and Related 
Equipment’s, Chemicals, Disposables and other Hospital 

Necessities.

The glory of M. N. Rao brand is continued by his son and grandson 
Mr. Srinivasa Musale and Mr. Vishal S Nazre, respectively. 

Continuing the legacy of M. N. Rao, they have a store in same 
locality.

M N RAO TAILORS & TEXTILES
No.197/Y, 12th Main Road, 3rd Block, Rajajinagar,

Bengaluru – 560010
Phone: +91 – 90367 77049 | Email: mnraovhls@gmail.com

M N RAO VENTURES AND HEALTH LINE SOLUTIONS
No.197/Y, 12th Main Road, 3rd Block, Rajajinagar,

Bengaluru – 560010
Phone: +91 – 78959 51288 | Email: mnraovhls@gmail.com

Whether you are looking for a new outfit for an upcoming event or just want to browse the latest fashion, M N Rao Couturiers & 

Stylist (Tailors & Textiles) is the place to go. It is the go-to place for keeping yourself in sync with the latest trends. The store interiors 

are tasteful and offer a welcoming experience to the shopper. With an experienced staff who understands fashion and styling and a 

dedication to customer service, M N Rao Couturiers & Stylist (Tailors & Textiles) has established a name for itself in the apparel 

industry and has gained an ever-increasing flow of loyal customers. 

Not sure what style suits you the most? Ask for consultation from the in-house expert who will guide you and help select the outfit 

that best suits your personality. All apparel and fashion accessories sold here are of a premium quality which have gone through

proper quality testing and meet the high standards. 
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Statute Particulars Periodicity Due Date

GST
Monthly GSTR-1 for AAT above 5 crores or monthly 
opted GSTR-1

Jul-21 11-08-2021

GST GSTR-1 under QRMP for AAT below 5 crores Q2 13-08-2021

GST CMP-08 for composition dealers Jul-21 18-08-2021

GST GSTR-3B for AAT above 5 crores or monthly Jul-21 20-08-2021

GST
GST-3B for AAT below 5 crores and opted for 
Quarterly GSTR-3B for Group A states

Jul-21 22-08-2021

GST
GST 3B for AAT below 5 crores and opted for 
Quarterly GSTR-3B for Group B states

Jul-21
24-08-2021

GST GSTR-4 for composition dealers 2020-21 31-07-2021

Income Tax TDS deposited/ collected Jul-21 07-08-2021

Income Tax Equalisation levy deposit Jul-21 07-08-2021

Income Tax
Quarterly TDS certificate (other than salary) for the 
quarter ending June 30,2021

Apr’21 to Jun’21 15-08-2021

ESI ESIC Deposit Jul-21 15-08-2021

PF PF Deposit Jul-21 15-08-2021



Google Indic Keyboard allows you to type

messages, update on social networks or compose

emails in your own native language on your Android

phone.

It serves comprehensive Indian-based language

options and customizations

Currently it includes the following keyboards:

English, Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi,

Kannada, Hindi, Odia, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu

App of the Month - Click of the Month

Doctor’s Diary
BITTER GOURD

Book of the
Month -
EXCELLENCE

HAS NO BORDERS

Dr B.S. Ajaikumar, an

oncologist, answers

these questions in an

inspiring and fascinating

narrative. He details

how he has made cancer

treatment accessible to

all and created a chain

o 304 pages
o Published in 2020
o Penguin Portfolio
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Problems are not stop 
signs; they are 

guidelines.

Trivia

Howrah-Amritsar Express has 115 stops, the

record maximum for an Express train.

GOOGLE INDIC KEYBOARD

Bitter gourd supports and regulates the

pancreas in producing the right amount of insulin.

Karela juice activates the insulin, which inturn

prevents the storage of sugar in the body as fat.

It is extremely low in calories. Bitter gourd has anti

bacterial and anti microbial properties which help in

removing toxins from the skin.

of world-class cancer hospitals across India.

Providing a captivating account of his

entrepreneurial journey, Dr Ajaikumar recounts the

challenges and successes on the path to becoming a

doctorpreneur. The book, containing lessons from

his life, shows how tenacity, hard work and self-

confidence can go a long way in achieving the

unimaginable. It is a must-read for anyone looking

for inspiration.

INDIAN RAILWAYS


